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1. AIR RADIOLOGICAL SAMPLING 

1.1.Scope 

This section provides guidelines for the selection, operation, and documentation of the results of air 
samples performed on Vista field projects. The same basic method is used for both occupational 
samples (such as high-volume job-related samples and personal air samples), and for fence-line 
ambient air samples.  

1.2. Purpose 

The purpose of this procedure is to provide procedural guidance to ensure a) optimum and adequate 
protection of workers; b) conformance with sound health physics and radiological safety practices; 
and c) compliance with 1 () CFR 20. An additional purpose of this procedure is to provide guidance 
in the selection of air sampling equipment for monitoring airborne radioactive contamination at 
Vista project work sites. This procedure also describes the types of equipment used for specific 
determinations and the documentation requirements.  

Air in the work environment is analyzed to determine the types and magnitude of the radiological 
contaminants present. Airborne sampling for radiological contaminants may also determine the 
effectiveness of engineering controls to minimize exposure to airborne radiological contaminants.  
Airborne measurements of radiological contamination are useful for determining if a routine 
bioassay program is warranted and for determining when non-routine bioassay samples should be 
collected.  

This procedure describes the sampling techniques used in occupational and environmental 
monitoring of airborne radioactive particulates at Vista project work sites. This procedure also 
describes the types of equipment used for specific determinations and the documentation 
requirements therein.  

1.3.References 

* 10 CFR 20, "Standards for Protection Against Radiation" 
0 NRC 0041, "Manual of Respiratory Protection Against Airborne Radioactive Materials" 
* NRC Regulatory Guide 8.25, "Air Sampling in the Workplace" 
* ANSI N 13.1, "Guide to Sampling Airborne Radioactive Materials in Nuclear Facilities" 

1.4. Responsibilities 

The following sections describe responsibilities of the Vista Project Manager (PM ), Vista 
Radiation Safety Officer (RSO), Vista On-site Radiation Protection Officer (ORPO), and field 
technical staff.  

Procedure 16-Air Radiological Sampling 01/13/99
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1.4.1. Project Manager 

The PM is responsible for: 

* Overall Project performance.  

1.4.2. Radiation Safety Officer 

The Vista RSO is responsible for: 

• lnIpl iclcnit g this p'IocteduLrIe:_ 
* l1criod ic revicwin 'u, ol'(Iihcrencc to t he requi renienits ofthis procc(dtire.  
* I'Criotic rC\ vic\ IIn,, oFl'tl sa pe 'IC la l•dL \[L) \ C lf'\ cti\ en Css o e'n<C i neriII controls.  

* I nsuri n<, that the Vista ()lZ IP()s arc quiiilticd h\ traii ni<, a•l(l C\Xp criciC to Iu c-rlb-rim the 
I"CLI Liii-CiClntS 0" this p)-occturc.

1.4.3. On-Site Radiation Protection Officer 

The Vista ORPOs will be will be responsible for: 

* Reviewing and approving documentation generated by the use of this procedure.  
* Performing air monitoring and subsequent calculations in accordance with the 

requirements of this program and 10 CFR 20; 
* Performing air monitoring in accordance with procedures for the operation of sampling 

equipment as outlined in this chapter; and 
* Documenting all work performed under this section.  

1.4.4. Field Technical Staff 

Field technical staff are responsible for: 
* \otlit'vi nu the \Vista (0)R &0() prioi- to Ithe Stairt o01.1'In \\0o1 tkUnder an Radiation Work 

IeCrImit I Z \\VI I . ' l! Ire i l I 101", 1ai r't )1 I l Iul al, aInd, 

* \,luI IVn] the \ i-st -I( W) II() prior to MnlcVinI tln\ .ireas postcd ".\i orln•e Radiocti \ it\ 

Selection of filters and sampling pumps, location of air samplers, measurement of Radon-222 
daughters, and passive measurement of Radon-220 (220Rn) and Radon-222 (222Rn) are discussed in 
the following sections.  

2. COMPREHENSIVE AIR SAMPLING PROGRAM 

A comprehensive air sampling program is essential to evaluate the hazards associated with work 
situations involving radioactive materials. In many instances, air sampling data can also provide 
the basis for development and evaluation of control procedures and can indicate whether or not 
operational changes are necessary to provide adequate protection for workers. In conjunction with 

Procedure 16-Air Radiological Sampling 01/13/99
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a respiratory protection program, air sampling data is necessary to define the air concentration 
levels so that the proper respiratory protective equipment can be selected.  

Ambient air monitoring will be performed in areas with the potential to exceed 10 percent of a 
Derived Air Concentration (DAC). Ambient air monitoring may be performed using portable air 
samplers or air monitoring systems. Ambient air monitoring will be placed in strategic locations to 
detect and evaluate airborne contamination at work locations. Data obtained from air monitoring 
will be used for assessing the control of airborne radioactivity in the workplace and may be used to 
evaluate the dose equivalent to radiation workers from internal contamination.  
Air monitoring systems will be routinely calibrated and maintained per Procedure 12 "Operation 
and Calibration of Instruments" and should be capable of measuring one DAC when averaged over 
8 hours.  

Since respiratory protection factors vary over several orders of magnitude, it is very important that 
an initial estimate be made of the air concentration level, relative to specified regulatory limits.  
Thus, adequate protection can be provided while unnecessary inconvenience to the worker by 
wearing a respirator is minimized. Air sampling programs may also be designed to estimate the 
release of contaminants to the general work area and to the outside environment.  

An air sampling program directly related to respiratory protection should: 

"* Provide an estimate of the potential intake of airborne radioactive materials and 
resulting exposure of the individual worker; 

"* Provide data to assist in the selection of respiratory protective equipment that would 
provide adequate protection under exposure conditions; 

* Provide data for control of long-term exposure to workers; 
* Provide documentation of personnel exposures for legal or regulatory purposes; 
* Identify and characterize the contaminants and their sources; 
* Provide data for determining the requirements for engineering or administrative 

controls; 
* Indicate the continuing effectiveness of existing controls, and warn of deterioration of 

control equipment or operating procedures; 
* Provide a record of long-term trends showing variations in contaminant levels; and 
* Continuously measure the level of airborne contaminants in and above work areas and 

warn of release of airborne contaminants to the outside environment.  

3. CONSIDERATIONS IN AIR SAMPLING 

An air sampling program must be designed and operated so that the data obtained are directly and 
meaningfully related to the problem of concern. As part of a respiratory protection program, the 
air-sampling procedures must take into account: 

* The physical and chemical state of the contaminant; 
* Aerodynamic size characteristics of airborne particulates; 

Procedure 16-Air Radiological Sampling 01/13/99
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* Range of contaminant concentration; 
* Environmental conditions such as temperature; 
* Sampler location relative to the worker and the source of contamination; 
* Instrument operating and response characteristics; 
* Instrument portability; and 
* Sensitivity of the associated analytical procedures relative to the specified concentration 

limits and quantity of material sampled.  

Air may be sampled for various types of radioactive material (particulates, radioiodines, radiogases, 
or tritium.) Particulates are normally collected on paper filter material. Radioiodines are normally 
collected by charcoal cartridges. Radiogases are normally collected as a fixed trapped volume of 
air. Tritium is normally collected by bubbling air through water.  

4. TYPES OF AIR SAMPLING 

Low volume air samples operate at a flow rate of I Cubic Feet Per Minute (CFM) which equals 
28.32 Liters Per Minute (LPM) to 5 CFM (141.6 LPM).  
High volume air samples operate at a flow rate of 10 CFM (283.2 LPM) to 30 CFM (849.6 LPM).  

General Area (GA) airborne surveys provide data representative of the air in an area, building, or 
room. GA surveys normally provide the data used for determining if an area is an Airborne 
Radioactivity Area for implementing posting and access controls. Using a low volume air sampler, 
the minimum volume for GA air samples is 100ft3 (2,832 liters). The following are GA air 
sampling guidelines: 

• GA samples are normally taken on a routine basis, including predetermined times and 
locations; 

* GA samples should be taken at between 3 to 6 feet above floor level; 
• GA samples may be taken in a period of time varying from an hour up to one or more 

days, generally known as a "continuous sample;" 
* GA samples are normally obtained and analyzed as a minimum for particulates by gross 

ct, B-y counting; 
* Breathing Zone (BZ) airborne surveys provide data representative of the air that 

workers would be breathing during a particular task. The minimum volume for BZ air 
samples is 50 ft3 (1,416 liters); 

"* BZ samples are normally taken as a minimum during the time when the highest 
concentrations of radioactive material are expected to be present; 

"* BZ samples may be taken at any time to document low, high, and average 
concentrations of airborne radioactive material; 

"* BZ samples are normally taken in a position which would be representative of the air 
which would be breathed by a worker, regardless if a respirator is being worn or not.  
The samples should be taken within a circumference of 12 inches of the worker's head, 
if possible; and 

"* BZ samples are normally analyzed for particulates.  

Procedure 16-Air Radiological Sampling 01/13/99
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Grab samples are taken with a high volume sampler. The minimum volume required for grab 
samples using a high volume sampler is 150f1' (4,248 liters). Grab samples represent the 
concentrations during the relatively short period of sampling time and may be useful to estimate 
peak concentrations if this type of data is required.  

Continuous samples are normally taken with low volume air samplers due to the long run times 
involved. The minimum volume for continuous air samples is 100ft' (2,832 liters). Continuous 
samples represent the concentrations during the relatively long period of sampling time and are 
used to estimate average concentrations.  

Continuous samples are not normally used where airborne concentrations are expected to vary 
significantly during the time period of interest. Either grab or continuous samples may be 
representative of areas where airborne concentrations are not expected to vary significantly over a 
time period of interest.  

4.1. Background Air Samples 

Background air sampling should be performed in areas where work activities are not being 
performed. Consideration should also be made in sampling the work area prior to work starting in 
the area. The data obtained from these samples should be used as a baseline for work area ambient 
and breathing zone air samples.  

4.2. Sampling and Analysis for Radioactive Noble Gases 

Start-up procedures are as follows: 

a) Obtain a 500 ml marinelli beaker.  
b) Ensure the beaker is free of contamination or that a background count of the beaker 

has been performed.  
c) Ensure petcocks are free to be opened/closed.  
d) Fill the beaker with de-ionized water, if available, or tap water, if not, and replace 

the top.  

At the sample location: 

a) Remove the marinelli beaker top and pour the water from the beaker.  
b) Replace top securely.  
c) Ensure petcocks are closed.  

The chamber is to be analyzed for gamma isotopic as soon as possible after sampling to minimize 
error due to noble gas loss by diffusion or decay.  

Procedure 16-Air Radiological Sampling 01/13/99
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4.3. Sampling and Analysis for Radioiodines 

"* Obtain a low volume air sampler with a particulate filter and charcoal cartridge 
arrangement.  

"* At the sampling location(s): 

- Start the air sampler.  

- Sample time should be for a minimum volume of 1 00ft3 (2,832 liters).  

- At the end of the sampling period, stop the sampler.  

- Send the filter and charcoal cartridge for gamma isotopic analysis.  

- Request results of the analysis in ipCi/ml and percent DAC.  

4.4. Sampling and Analysis for Tritium or Carbon 14 

" Obtain sample pump and tritium bubbler sampling system.  
- Sampling pump; 

- Midget bubbler with 25 milliliters of de-mineralized water; 

- Filter to remove particulate material from air sample; and 

- Assemble sampling system with filter upstream of bubbler and bubbler upstream of 

pump.  

" At sampling location: 
- Start the pump and if flow rate is adjustable, adjust flow rate as indicated on the 

sampling pump or for a gentle bubbling action in bubbler.  

- Sample time should be such that a minimum air volume of 10 liters (0.35 ft3) is 

sampled.  
- Send the sample to an approved laboratory for analysis.  

- Request a liquid scintillation analysis for Tritium and/or C-14.  
- The results of the analysis are expressed in [LCilml and percent DAC.  

4.5. Sampling and Analysis for Radioactive Particulate Material 

* Obtain the air sampler and filter(s) to be used.  

- The filter is to be a F&J FP-47 (Low Volume) and F&J FP-4.0 (High Volume) 

particulate filter or filter of equivalent efficiency and characteristics.  

NOTE: If the sampling head is designed for both a particulate filter and a charcoal cartridge 

md the sample is for particulate only, a dummy or spacer charcoal cartridge may be 

equired to be inserted into the sampling head to ensure proper fit of the particulate filter 

d to duplicate calibration conditions. Refer to the samplers calibration documentation for 

applicability. High volume air samplers will not be used with the spacer cartridge.  

Procedure 16-Air Radiological Sampling 01/13/99
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- Install the filter in the sampling head with the "fuzzy side" facing outward.  

" At the sampling location: 
- Select flow-rate and determine time required for the needed volume of air.  

- High volume 150ft3 

- Low volume I 00ft3 

"* Start the air sampler.  
- At the end of the sampling period, stop the sampler.  

NOTE: In the event the required volume of the air sample cannot 
be taken, the sample, regardless of volume, is still valid.  

- Remove the filter at a designated location and identify and package the sample.  

5. PARTICULATE SAMPLING TECHNIQUES 

Grab samples are taken with a high volume sampler. The minimum volume required for grab 
samples using a high volume sampler is 150ft3 (4,248 liters).  

Grab samples represent the concentrations during the relatively short period of sampling time and 
may be useful to estimate peak concentrations if this type of data is required.  

Continuous samples are normally taken with low volume air samplers due to the long run times 
involved. The minimum volume for continuous air samples is 100ft3 (2,832 liters).  

Continuous samples represent the concentrations during the relatively long period of sampling time 
and are used to estimate average concentrations.  

Continuous samples.are not normally used where airborne concentrations are expected to vary 
significantly during the time period of interest.  

5.1. Selection of Filters and Sampling Pumps 

5.2. Introduction 

Air in the work environment is analyzed to determine the types and order of magnitude for the 
contaminants present. Airborne sampling may also determine the effectiveness of proper 
engineering controls for minimizing exposure to airborne radioactive contamination. Airborne 
concentration measurements are useful for determining if a routine bioassay program is warranted 
and for determining when non-routine bioassay samples should be collected.  

Procedure 16-Air Radiological Sampling 01/13/99
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5.3. Specific Instructions 

Selection of airborne sampling equipment will be based on the types of radioactive contamination 
present. For Vista project work sites the method used to determine naturally occurring 
radionuclides present in the work place or at specific sites requires simple procedures. Sampling 
for specific types of radioactive contamination will be conducted as follows: 

0 Depleted Uranium 

Sampling for Depleted Uranium (DU) will be conducted in areas where the potential of any 
exposure greater than 10 percent of the DAC exists. Sampling will be conducted by placement of a 
lapel sampler that has a calibrated flow rate of not less than 2 LPM. The sample medium can be 
glass fiber or membrane filters and should be at least 25 mm in diameter. Samples will be taken for 
a period long enough to assure that the sample volume exceeds 1.5 x 10' ml. Samples will be 
counted as long as required to report a result that is less than the DAC.  

All sample results for DU will be entered on "Airborne Contamination Exposure Area Sampling 
Averages Calculation Data Sheet," shown as Attachment 31, for area averaging of all airborne 
concentrations.  

The established DAC for DU is as follows: 

2 x 10" iiCi/ml 

* Natural Uranium 

Sampling for natural uranium (Uff) will be conducted in any area where the potential of any 
exposure greater than 10 percent of the DAC exists. Sampling will be conducted by placement of a 
lapel sampler that has a calibrated flow rate of not less than 2 liters per minute; flow rates should be 
less than 13 liters per minute to prevent collapse of the filter described below.  
Sample medium can be glass fiber or membrane filters and should be at least 25 mm in diameter.  
Samples will be taken for a period long enough to assure that the sample volume exceeds 1.5 x 
10' ml. Samples will be counted as long as required to report a result that is less than the DAC.  

All sample results for U`' will be entered on Attachment 31, for area averaging of all airborne 
concentrations. The established DAC for U"al is 2 x 10-1' j.Ci/ml.  

* Thorium-232 

Sampling for thorium-232 (232Th) will be conducted in any area where the potential of any exposure 
greater than 10 percent of the DAC exists. Sampling will be conducted by placement of a lapel 
sampler that has a calibrated flow rate of not less than 2 liters per minute, but less than 13 liters per 
minute. The sample medium can be glass fiber or membrane filters and should be at least 25 mm in 
diameter.  

Procedure 16-Air Radiological Sampling 01/13/99
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Samples will be taken for a long enough time to assure that the sample volume exceeds 3 liters.  
Samples will be counted as long as required to report a result that is less than the DAC. All sample 
results for 232Th will be entered on Attachment 31 for area averaging of all airborne concentrations.  
The established DAC for 232Th is 5 x 10"13 piCi/ml.  

* Thorium-230 

Sampling for thorium-230 (23"Th) will be conducted in any area where the potential of any exposure 
greater than 10 percent of the DAC exists. Sampling will be conducted by placement of a lapel 
sampler that has a calibrated flow rate of not less than 2 liters per minute, but less than 13 liters per 
minute.  

Sample medium can be a glass fiber or membrane filter and should be at least 25 mm in diameter.  
Samples should be taken for a period long enough to assure that the sample volume exceeds 3 
liters. Samples will be counted as long as required to report a result that is less than the DAC.  

All sample results for 23°Th will be entered on Attachment 31 for area averaging of all airborne 
concentrations. The established DAC for 23OTh is 3x1 0- 2 jtCi/ml.  

* Radium-226 

Sampling for radium-226 (226Ra) will be conducted in any area where the potential of any exposure 
greater than 10 percent of the DAC exists. Sampling will be conducted by placement of a lapel 
sampler that has a calibrated flow rate of not less than 2 liters per minute, but less than 13 liters per 
minute.  

Sample medium will be glass fiber or membrane filter and should be at least 25 mm in diameter.  
Samples will be taken for a period long enough to assure that the sample volume exceeds 3 liters.  
Samples will be counted as long as required to report a result that is less than the DAC.  

All sample results for 226Ra will be entered on Attachment 31 for area averaging of all airborne 
concentrations. The established DAC for 226Ra is 3 x 10i0 giCi/ml.  

* Radon Daughters 

Sampling for radon and thoron daughters will be conducted in areas where the potential for 
exposure greater than 10 percent of the DAC exists. Sampling will be conducted as per Procedure 
"Measurement of Radon-222 Daughters," and Procedure "Passive Measurements of Radon-220 and 
Radon-222 in Ambient Air Using Activated Charcoai Canisters." Sampling results will be 
documented on the form shown as Attachment 31 for area averaging.  

Procedure 16-Air Radiological Sampling 01/13/99
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Trhe DAC values for both radon and thoron daughters will be as follows: 0.33 Working Levels 
(WvL). A WL is any combination of short-lived radon daughters in 1 liter of air without regard to 
the degree of equilibrium that will result in the ultimate emission of 1.3 x 10' MeV of ax particle 
energy.  

>pc \ uclear Material (SN NI) is dehuned nil 10 ( (R 20.10013 as(1 ( IIt Ilutitlill. tirallitini 235.  
twaniutim 233. tiraniutm enriched in [he isotope 233) or iii i sotole 235 Various isotopes o S N Ni 
can on" itgamma. beta. alpha and neutrons. Some oft hese isotopes o F'SN N- arec physica lly hot to 
thle touch ltbcause 01 massiv e alphia emissions. SNM I isCommiioinly at r satiipled tusing iC (AM 

\sy.tcrii. IThe alpha and beoa emissions ývi I set of the CAM N alarnil. Th lAe ( : \I i cr- paper \,\ ill he 
scantned and( analyzed uIsi ne. a NIultichannel Anal~ver CM\lCA ) i\stcrn. The MC(A systeti canl 
determne all oF thle Various raditoisotopes in thle suspected SN l. onl theC (AM' I-i her paper.  

0 ( aliI61rnit-iin 252 

'alilkirtimti 252 (('1-52 emits spontaneous fMson necutrons, and is eorrnnon ly used as a neutron 
cheek soturce to cheek neutron detectors. CV2-52 also emits eamila ray s. Cr'252 is cormmonkv 
em ibedded inl metallic niatenials. It could get loose as a solid materi-alI or possiblyvas a particulate iii 
air 

0 Amriericiumn-24 I 

*\ niericlini- 241 I Arn1-241 ) ean lie used as a eattnma cheek souire. andl is rctali lý available firom thle 
pmncessitig ol'agi tu, weapons grade p lutonil.tim. The al plas emli tiedI from11 Iu- 239 A*11-24 I built Up 
int apt ing lPhtitonutn 239 1 Pit- ' ) anid the al pas Porotn lu-23_9 cain biYl \\ ater Smear samples 
suvpected %vitth Am 241 contamintation can be analyz ed tusitig N l(A 'stemns and or alpha 

1 ri tlin11 Glas Or -1 ritil-ttm \Vapor 

K urt i gti as is hea\vy hvdroger. Entimurn gs occurs as El 1 or I1 . ad trioutiurr apor occttrs as H EQ 
or asIS .1, lTtri tint x apor is absorbed extremely las (25O .ft ittt ts (aster than tti hur gas) throtih 
the Nkiti. I -itittiti1 eas rWdl omie ithi Organic con ipoti rt1dS. I ri titurn assCart ocetr ar-ound 
,01C Itue ttc hea \% arheadS. ITriti~ll inCOMp)oLInds are also Used Ill sortieI it lie pistol dzt\ý Iiiiht % i sollt 
'pe>)ýý Yttiinilitg or Mumt c~VIOII.gSOr \ aitor IS 0)11itiiotil\ dIone U-Sitte_ I ijUid 
SC111il1lat (li ('oLItt utter (I.SC I. Sutspected Colltarni tiatCd Oh ,jeCtS atd SINiraCes, arc S\\ 11ped 11it th 

tic dI 'SOk C d ini a I S liq Utid theni Counted inl a I__S(' s\ Monii 
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24') that inder spzlllollcIi (oul s Il h e Ic fission neutroins ill ttun 1nz l'd lc OPe ]sSiollionn 

il aIll oa ' t \\I (i Pu and anl liciAnC I i.otopes. (Ain Criciunil 241 \\ iII alI \ I . , 1) h rotIuced in 11most 

all W( Pu.). Additional fissioni " III also be produced by the (alpha. neultron I reaction in all 

oflthe \\'g Pu isotopes. Thus. \( i Pu \6 ill al\',I\ S COeNxiSt w ith II SSiOl Iprodc lis (t"P). Fissionl 

products Aill be typicallK radioactn c Aclients across the periodic table. ho. \C\er tlhe 
predonlinancc of FPs "\ill he loamed near the center of the periodic table. Therelore, anly\wlhere 

\\ here \VG Pu is nliailhIctilr-cd, machined. assembledidisasscnibletd to front nuclear w\eapons 

(N ys). or stored \x ill ahsolItcil haWe somce cocx \stin, FPs. TVis is particularl e Irli in All of the 

l..S. I0)11 tiLclear \\capons lacilitics. such as. tie Savannah River Site (SRS). Rocks Fl'Iats.  
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Radioadcli\ c material Is felt in tIe inuLclar %\ CapOlS W\ A clhenisirv N \\ linateri als prcduction lins 
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pipes, mixerss. transfer lines. hold up conta i cis tsuch as. raschg iing tanks , etc. M lost of' these 

prod uctioin Ii ncs hasve not been rcstarted fI' arotund I y) \ears because of' concerns 'or chehnical 

and IuLetleai- ••,Clt p't icarl> ieeiC'r 'iiicalii\ ). S0oc oflthe sarlet COniCeet'is ale: a ) the exact 
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the iii•a.i oxidation states ol the I_1silc niatCrials. such as. Uraniitiili, ani ick tuin-24 1. neptuilnin .  

iplutonitinli, hl non-ciiltinuoLtiS ti' llainIe of'tIC t Materials process eq ijpn) iHii. C._ . state's Mt 
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Sill a otilfl r clj.s- ()I, i ioacti\ C rI1acrialms to hC .ol>,(ll..c c iII I ) l ) protccls 11IC theC Illillt.ri:d-' 

)I)uCCd iII thC -it." 1t I iiat I ioll •i• ll pIlOCCsScS I 6H 1h,." IVSI" iLIC \\ , d ICS pIodi0 ced t'o n I 1hC 
mani lacILuLc 01 C he nOtIC lCa r \' capons Inatcrials I 11. S0o1e of thse snl cri a s (paicul IarlV at 
Rcl<\ I l lsi) co IIe IIfl Ih I l-..ic S \ I,. AS id \Ict (Mol (IisiHlc ( \\( I prOCCsses. I he SA! 1 
nIalcrils \\Iill 1\ pic Jilj\ I)L' dr1\ solii,d. t c itt. slaZ . ;iid po•\ dci re'.aiin,, From thc n1C l ictv .sýil 
Sthus tlhc nanic I<,\_ ). cIctirorclniii1 u. an(d direct oXidC IrCdtClii()II IiIfilUiiCtnUIlu -loV ccs-c. th,:C 

C residues Co II cisisi' of" IsI ( fio I Iurnacecs. ion-c.\cIha-c resins. firebrick. sand. s I;m- (nd 
crucih'I )IaCI II .- Ihe \\(k combustile residue1s I\ pically consist .QI,, ct (or damip) 1Ititcr.  
sILuducs. non-lICeaClied raseli- ri i iS. aIId -rease ,,vhich havec heconie 'A ci (nc to the en\virol(nment 
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For additional information, areas where the potential of airborne radioactive contamination exists 
will be sampled using low volume air samplers. These samples will be conducted over an extended 
period to reflect the area exposure potential. These "area" air samples will not be used to determine 
internal exposure potential unless they were run during work time only.  

Any sample that is collected after the normal work schedule will be considered as an information 
sample only, and noted as such on the form, shown as "Air Particulate Sample Reporting Log 
Form," Attachment 32. Additionally, information sample results will-not be entered on Attachment 
32 for area averaging.  

5.4. Lapel Sampling 

* Attach the sampling apparatus to the user's hip or waist with a belt.  
• The sample head is secured in the "lapel" area.  
* Secure the tubing and sample head with tape and/or clips.  
• At the sampling location tun the sampling pump on.  
* Record the following: 

- Name of Wearer and Social Security Number 
- Sampler ID# 
- Date/Time On 

linstlimcntlt braIl-rtioti Ditc 
- Flow Rate CFM/LPM 

* At the end of the sampling period turn the sampling pump off.  
• Record the following information: 

- Date/Time Off 
- Total Volume Fte/Liters 

The Vista ORPO will ensure that the worker being issued the sampler is instructed as to follow the 
requirements below: 

* Refrain from tampering with the pump or the sample head.  
* Leave the work area if the sampler fails, and note stop time.  

Procedure 16-Air Radiological Sampling 01/13/99
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* Contact the Vista ORPO for assistance at completion of work.

The following information pertains to air particulate samples: 

* Air particulate samples are to be analyzed as a minimum for gross a and B-y counting 
using a Ludlum Model-2929 Dual Channel Scalar or equivalent.  

* Air particulate samples should be initially counted within fifteen (15) minutes of the end 
of the sampling period.  

* Air particulate samples will be counted for a period of five minutes.  
* Place the air sample filter inside the sampling tray with the "fuzzy" side facing up 

towards the detector.  

NOTE: If a high volume air sample filter is to be counted, using a hole punch, cut out the 
center portion of the filter and place the cut out portion of the filter in the sampling tray with 
the "fuzzy" side facing up towards the detector.

0 

0

Count the sample for a five-minute period.  

Upon completion of the counting period calculate and record the ax activity (unless no ac 
counts are present) then calculate the B activity.

If the calculated air activity does not exceed 10% of the DAC value of the radionuclide(s) of 
concern, no further analysis is required and the sample may be discarded at the discretion of the 
Vista ORPO. If the calculated air activity exceeds 10% of the DAC value of the radionuclide(s) of 
concern, do the following: 

• Report this information to the Vista ORPO immediately.  

* Allow the sample to decay for a 3 hour period (if feasible) and recount the sample.

Procedure 16-Air Radiological Sampling 01/13/99
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NOTE: Due to the low volume of lapel breathing zone air samples, the Minimum Detectable 
Activity on gross counting equipment is usually insufficient to determine 10 % DAC for 
unknown isotopes for screening purposes. In the event it is desired to screen these breathing 
zone samples, a high volume air sample may be placed within 2 feet of the most restrictive 
breathing zone (highest expected concentration). This sample may be used to screen the 
lapel samples.

NOTE: The following criteria may be used when evaluating air sample results: 

* Contamination levels and physical characteristics; 
* Work activities in the area/re-suspension probability; 

* Historical data/isotopic information; and 

* Background air sample data.
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"* Following the 3 hour decay period, if the calculated air activity does not exceed 10% of 
the DAC value of the radionuclide(s) of concern, no further analysis is required and the 
sample may be discarded at the discretion of the Vista ORPO.  

"* If the calculated air activity exceeds 10% of the DAC value of the radionuclide(s) of 
concern: 
- Report this information to the Vista ORPO immediately.  
- Consideration should be given to isotopic analysis and area access 

restriction/posting in accordance with 10 CFR 20.  
- Allow the sample to decay for a 20 hour period (if feasible) and recount the 

sample.  
- Following the 20 hour decay period, if the calculated air activity does not 

exceed 10% of the DAC value of the radionuclide(s) of concern, no further 
analysis is required and the sample may be discarded at the discretion of the 
ORPO.  

" If the calculated air activity exceeds 10% of the DAC value of the radionuclide(s) of 
concern: 
- Report this information to the Vista ORPO immediately; and 
- Consideration should be given to isotopic analysis and area access 

restriction/posting.  
If the activity exceeds the established ALARA level, the activity information 
should be reported to the Vista RSO.  

5.5. Location of Air Samplers 

The purpose of this procedure is to define the location of air samplers for airborne radioactive 
contamination and specific techniques therein at Vista project work sites. This procedure describes 
the methods and equipment for personnel and general air sampling of airborne radionuclides. The 
procedure also provides detailed instructions for documentation of such sampling data.  

5.6. Necessary Supplies 

* Filters (as required) 

* Air Samplers (as required) 

' "Air Particulate Sample Reporting Log Form," shown as Attachment 32 
"* "Radiological Survey Air Sampling Radon Daughters," shown as Attachment 33 
"* "Radiological Survey Air Sampling Thoron Daughters Form," shown as Attachment 34 
"* "Scintillation Cell Radon Sample Form," shown as Attachment 35 

* ('liphoard and pcln.  

6. SAMPLING STRATEGY 

A single sampling strategy cannot be specific for all airborne monitoring requirements for a given 
area. Sampling will always be based on field judgment for location and frequency required. Once

Procedure 16-Air Radiological Sampling 01/13/99
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basic job assignments have been established, the Vista field technical staff may be able to 
determine a systematic approach for their site-specific needs.  

The types of samples may be twofold: time-integrated samples for daily exposure assessments and 
possibly short-term samples for engineering control or peak concentration assessment. The type 
and duration will also be site-specific and activity-dependent.  

6.1. Specific Instructions 

Decide on the type of sample required. There are three basic sample techniques used for most 
airborne assessments: 

"* Lapel Samples 
Personnel sampling may be used to determine air concentrations for any 
individual by attaching a lapel sampling device directly to the individual's 
clothing in close proximity to their face. The duration of the sample will be 
that of the work shift. Individuals whose exposure estimates are determined in 
this manner are more likely to be accurately assessed with respect to internal 
exposure potential. This type of sampling is preferred for use in exposure 
determinations.  

- Lapel samplers with constant flow control will be used.  
- Place the lapel sampler on the individual to be sampled. Turn on sampler and 

adjust flow rate to the calibrated value required. Record the time started. The 
Vista field technical staff will calibrate the flow rate of samplers for flow 
changes due to battery discharge or flow rate reduction. Vista field technical 
staff will check lapel flow rates at least once every 2 hours and adjust or note 
changes in flow rate as required.  

- At the end of the sampling period or work shift, Vista field technical staff will 
retrieve the lapel sampler and check the flow rate to verify constant flow since 
the last flow rate check. The flow rate will be noted and the sampler will be 
shut off. Document the stop time and place the filter in the appropriately 
documented sample container for analyses.  

" Short-Term Samples 
- Short-term grab samples may be required to determine the maximum exposure 

potentials in special areas for the determination of the effectiveness of 
engineering controls or for determining working condition exposure potential.  
The following technique is used in taking these types of samples.  

- Make a low-volume air sampler ready for use. Place the sampler at the 
location in question. Begin the work activity that may create the peak airborne 
radioactive contamination problem. Start the air sampler for a specific time 
period, documenting the flow rate, and start and stop time. Place the sample 
in the sample container for subsequent analysis.  

Procedure 16-Air Radiological Sampling 01/13/99
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During such experimental sampling, Vista field technical staff and any other 
individuals will wear suitable PPE.  

6.2. Area Sampling 

General area sampling, using Continuous Air Monitors (CAMs), has been used to evaluate airborne 
conditions of rooms, buildings, and so forth. Ideally, this type of sampling would provide area 
average concentration of airborne radioactive contamination for general working or occupational 
functions within the structure or work area. Area samples are limited in value for internal exposure 
assessment if the area being sampled is subject to point-source dust generation.  

During work conditions that create uniform airborne radioactive contamination, the use of area 
samplers will provide sufficient estimates of worker exposure. To conduct area sampling, the 
following techniques are used: 

"* Make ready all sampler(s) as required with the proper filter for the contaminant of 
concern. (Vista area samplers use 47 mm glass fiber). The Vista ORPO will decide the 
number of area monitors to be used to accurately assess the airborne environment. This 
may involve several monitors for an exterior remedial action activity or a single monitor 
for a small interior room.  

"* Place the area monitor at the sampling location, 3 feet above the ground or floor as 
required. Start sampler and note flow rate and time started. Sample for the required 
time. Area samples where the-data is to be used to assess exposure will be run only 
during work activity. Other area samplers may be run for extended periods.  

"* Area monitors will sample the air at a calibrated flow rate of not less than 2 liters per 
minute, but will not exceed 13 liters per minute. Flow rates will be checked at least 
once every hour during sampling.  

* \1 thkh conpIcI i on ort'Ih SMIIpli nIg pCriod. irc.Od 11.k 11O0% I-ai' Z nd >lill oJ'itli .', lSMI 
] Ilcri in ;1 pro1 icrl, \ Ilal e.:lcd sample containe,.r. p)e In1"a111 J SlI1caiI" 1ca1 'o a1tii, ',c '. ir Ilo 

!'-n t\ A) Ic conaia ,naitation. take at strv cv II1CIC1 I11C iIStL lllI 11[. aISS-Ia I ta iranslortat iI 
I!IdIC\ a:lnd SeInd the sample 10 at JhlIOr'•XtOr Ior anal1 \s.  

6.3. Measurement of Radon-222 Daughters 

The purpose of this procedure for the measurement of .2.Rn daughters is to establish sampling and 
analysis techniques for determination of .2.Rn daughters in air at Vista project work sites. This 
procedure also describes how to compute Radon daughter concentrations.  

This procedure is used to measure the concentration of .22Rn daughters in air. This "Modified 
Kusnetz" procedure is used for airborne radon daughter determinations only. The presence of 
radon and other airborne radionuclides should be determined by other sampling and analysis 
methods.  

Procedure 16-Air Radiological Sampling 01/13/99
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Applicable references are: 

"* Holaday, D. A., Rushing, D. E., Coleman, R. D., Woolrich, P. F., Kusnetz, H. L., and 
Bale, W. F., "Control of Radon Daughters in Uranium Mines and Calculations on 
Biological Effects," U. S. Public Service Publication 494.  

"* R. L. Rock, United States Department of the Interior, "Sampling Mine Atmospheres for 
Potential Alpha Energy Due to the Presence of Radon Daughters," MSHA, Information 
Report IR- 1015,.  

"* NCRP Report No. 97, "Measurement of Radon and Radon Daughters in Air,".  

The following sections delineate necessary supplies, description, specific sampling instructions, 
specific Instructions for Attachment 33, "Radiological Survey Air Sampling Radon Daughters," 
and quality control.  

6.4. Necessary Supplies 

* Low volume air sampling pump or lapel pump 

* 25 mm or 37 mm filter holder 
* 0.45 or 0.8 gm mixed cellulose ester filters 
* Ludlum Model 3 Survey Meter alpha particle counting system or equivalent 

* Tygon tubing, 3/16" inside diameter 
* Lapel sampler & bubble tube calibration kit 
o Kuznet Flow Calibration Kit or equivalent (RAS-1).  
* "Radiological Survey Air Sampling Radon Daughters," shown as Attachment 33 
"* "Radon Datuhiter Table F actor (hart." shown as Attachmenl 3t6 (Note: Attachiehnt 30 

stppli)ed \\ ithiS (olCLIIlCIII %\ill he the IClerf1-CeCC used w hen pcý(fibiig Rdon 1-222 
DaLighier nliCaSnltrCe1Cnl caictilalions.) 

* Glassine envelopes 
* (lipboatd and pen 

6.5. Description 

In nature, there are three known isotopes of Radon (Rn): Rn-219 [2",Rn (Actinium series)], Rn-220 
[2°Rn (Thorium series)], and Rn-222 [ 2.. Rn (Uranium series)]. For sites where 238U is the primary 

isotope of interest, tuRn concentrations in air will be measured. 22 Rn has a much longer half-life 
(3.82 days) than either of the other Rn isotopes. In addition, 2 Rn's abundance in air is greater than 
other radon isotopes, and therefore is of greatest interest for human exposures. The short-lived 
daughter products of 22 Rn, particularly Polonium-218 (218Po) and Po-214 (2C"Po), are highly 
energetic at particle emitters that provide a significant dose to lung tissue.  

222-Rn is an inert (noble) gas that decays to daughter products that are particulates. This allows for 

the collection of the daughter products on filter media when filtering a known volume of air. By 
counting the ox particle activity from the daughter products collected on the filter, exposure from 
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222.Rn daughters can be determined. Working Level (WL) is the common unit for expressing the 

radon daughter concentration. 1 WL equals 100 pCi/I activity at 100 percent equilibrium among 
222Rn and its short-lived daughters. The occupational DAC for ...Rn daughters equals 0.33 WL.  

A 10- to 50-liter sample is collected to determine the WL for 222Rn daughters. The filter is counted 
40 to 90 minutes after sampling to determine cc particle activity using an Ludlum Model 2929, or 
equivalent. After counting, sample count rates in Counts Per Minute (CPM) are converted to 
Disintegrations Per Minute (DPM) and the result is divided by the sample volume and the decay 
factor. The table shown as Attachment 36 shows how to quantify concentrations in WL.  
To perform a quick reference check for ... Rn daughter activity, a one minute count of the filter can 
be done after the filter has decayed for approximately 7.8 minutes. To calculate the WL for the 
check, a table factor of 213 is used. These checks of this nature are used for informational purposes 
only.  

6.6. Specific Sampling Instructions 

The following are specific sampling instructions for Rn-222 daughters: 

a) Assemble the RAS- 1 or lapel air sampler and calibrate with appropriate calibration kit 
to determine flow rate in Liters Per minute (LPM). After calibration is completed 
with the filter type to be used, 12'Rn daughter samples can be collected from the 
specified locations.  

b) A 0.45 to 0.8 pIm mixed cellulose ester filter is used to collect the sample. The air 
sampler flow rate will be 2 to 10 LPM.  

c) Place sampler at sampling location and collect a 10 to 50 liter sample during a 5
minute sampling period. Because of the short half-life of Rn-222 daughters, a short 
sampling time is required.  

d) Record sample start and stop times on the form shown as "Radiological Survey Air 
Sampling Radon Daughters," Attachment 33, and on a glassine envelope.  

e) Remove sample from filter holder, and mark the side of the filter where sample is 
collected. Place in glassine envelope with all pertinent sample data recorded on the 
outside of the envelope.  

f) Prior to counting the sample, allow it to decay at least 40 but no more than 90 minutes 
from stop time.  

g) After at least 40 minutes, place sample in ca particle counter and count for 5 minutes.  

Procedure 16-Air Radiological Sampling 01/13/99
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6.7. Specific Instructions for Attachment 33, "Radiological Survey Air Sampling Radon 
Daughters 

The following example is used to illustrate the appropriate way to complete the form shown as 
Attachment 33.  

Example: 

A 5-minute air sample is collected in Building X to determine the presence of .2.Rn daughter levels 
in the building. The following information is used to calculate the Working Level (WL) for radon 
daughters: 

Sample volume = 50 liters 
Sample start time = 09:05 
Sample stop time = 09:10 
Count start time = 09:45 
Count stop time = 09:50 
Gross sample counts = 455 
Sample count time = 5 minutes 
Background gross counts = 1 
Background count time = 50 minutes 
SAC-4 counting efficiency = 36 percent 
RAS-1 flow rate = 10 1 pm 

Enter the sample location.  
Enter the sample start and stop time. Enter the count start and stop time. Use 
military time designations when entering data onto the form shown as Attachment 
33.  
Enter the total sample volume. For this example, 50 liters (10 liters/minute x 5 
minutes).  

Calculate the time elapsed (TAS) in minutes from the mean of the sample 
collection time to the mean of the sample count time.  
TAS equals Count time mean minus Sampling time mean 

For this example: 

Sampling time mean = 9:07.5 
Count time mean = 9:47.5 
TAS = 9:47.5 minus :907.5 = 40 minutes 

Use the TAS to determine the decay factor (table factor) from the "Radon Daughter Table 
Factor Chart," Attachment 36.  
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For this example: 

TAS = 40 minutes.  
Sum of sample and count time = 10 minutes 

To put the decay factor into a usable tabular form, the sum of sample and count time is 
determined to extrapolate the decay factor. The sum is not part of or added to the TAS. For 
this example, the decay factor equals 146.  

The sample gross counts and count time is entered onto the form shown as Attachment 36.  

The net sample CPM is calculated using the following equation: 

Net Sample CPM = Sample Gross Counts - Background Gross Counts 
Sample Count Time Background Count Time 

For this example: 

- The WL for 22Rn daughters is determined by using the following equation: 

Wl. = (Nt Salpic (C\' I (Efficiency1 I \Total Simple \ olume) x ( lable Factor)] 

For this example: 

\V 1,I (9 1) M( .3 " 0 5 ~(14 )l:t 15 

The center of the form shown as Attachment 33 pertains to the sample purpose. If the sample was 
taken for a special purpose, this must be checked and followed by a brief explanation. If corrective 
action(s) were taken, this must be checked and followed by an explanation of what action was 
taken.  

On the bottom of the form shown as Attachment 36, instrument data pertaining to the cc particle 
counting system along with the air sampling pump must be entered.  

6.8. Quality Control 

"* Perform a Duplicate count for each set of samples collected. The Duplicate count must 
be performed before the end of the 90-minute time limit.  

"* The Duplicate count will be recorded on the form shown as Attachment 33 with the 
original measurements and identified as a (D).  
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7. PASSIVE MEASUREMENT OF RADON-220 AND RADON-222 IN AMBIENT AIR 
USING ACTIVATED CHARCOAL CANISTERS 

Radon measurements may be made to determine radon concentrations emanating from the soil 
(referred to as "flux") as well as in ambient air. The procedure describes the method used to 
determine radon (222Rn and 220Rn) and the associated daughter product concentrations in ambient air 
using activated charcoal canisters Environmental Protection Agency (EPA model) for occupational 
and environmental monitoring requirements at Vista project work sites.  

This procedure establishes an inexpensive screening method for the presence of radon gas. If 
elevated radon concentrations are detected by this method, follow-up measurements should be 
conducted for verification purposes.  

Applicable references are: 

"* EPA, "Interim Protocols for Screening and Follow-up Radon and Radon Decay 
Products Measurements," EPA-520/1-86-014; and 

"* EPA, "Standard Operating Procedures for Rn-222 Measurement Using Charcoal 
Canisters," EPA-520/5-87-005.  

The following sections delineate necessary supplies, introduction, pre-deployment considerations, 
and procedures.  

7.1. Necessary Supplies 

* Charcoal canister, EPA model 
"* "Field Sample Collection Form," shown as Attachment 29 
* "Radiological Survey Air Sampling Radon Daughters," shown as Attachment 33.  
* Clipboard and pen. Map of moitored area,Grimarkers, and Hot Spot Flags.  

7.2. Introduction 

A charcoal canister isa passive device requiring no power to function. The canister is filled with a 
measured amount of activated charcoal (approximately 75 grams). The top of the canister is fitted 
with a wire mesh screen that holds the charcoal in place and allows radon gas to diffused into it.  
Whenever the canister is not in use, it is covered with an air-tight lid and sealed with adhesive tape.  

Canisters are affixed with identification labels in accordance with "Radon Canister Identification 
Label," shown as Attachment 37, assigned laboratory numbers (Radon Canister No.), weighed, 
checked to indicate type of measurement (air or flux), and dated before shipping from the vendor.  

7.3. Pre-Deployment Considerations 

Any structure/house that requires sampling for radon should be closed 72 hours prior to the start of 
sampling and during the sampling period as much as practical. External doors and windows of the 
structure should be kept closed during this period although this is not meant to preclude normal 
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structure should be kept closed during this period although this is not meant to preclude normal 
entry into and exit from the structure. If possible, ventilation systems or heating systems that mix 
indoor and outdoor air should not be used 12 hours prior to sampling and during the sampling 
period (fireplaces, dryers, range hoods, attic exhausts, bathroom exhausts).  

Closed conditions are necessary to equilibrate radon and it's daughter product concentrations, and to 
facilitate reproducibility of the measurement. Measurements made under these conditions are 
generally higher than the average concentrations to which occupants are exposed. It is assumed 
that the main source of radon in a house/structure is from the underlying soil, therefore screening 
measurements should be made in the lowest level of the structure normally occupied.  

Canisters should be placed at least 1 meter above floor level, and at least 10 cm (approximately 4 
inches) from other objects. Canisters should not be placed in direct sunlight, or near drafts caused 
by either heating, ventilation or air conditioning systems. Because barometric pressure changes can 
influence results, measurements should not be taken if severe storms or high winds are predicted or 
have occurred in the previous 12 hours.  

7.4. Procedures 

a) Record all appropriate information on the canister identification label including 
the site name or client name, address, sample location, start date, and start time 
immediately prior to starting the sampling period. Laboratory information will be 
completed prior to the canister being shipped for analysis.  

b) Remove adhesive tape and canister lid. This will allow air and any radon gas (and 
daughter products) present in the air to diffuse into the canister where it will be 
absorbed by the activated charcoal.  

c) Place the canister, screen-side up, in the desired sampling location as outlined in 
this section, "Passive Measurements of Radon-220 and Radon-222 In Ambient 
Air Using Activated Charcoal Canisters," one meter above floor/ground surfaces 
and approximately 10 cm away from objects.  

d) Leave canister in place and undisturbed for 3 days (approximately 72 hours).  
e) At the end of the sampling period, remove canister, replace the lid, and seal with 

adhesive tape to trap radon and daughter products.  
f) Record stop date and time on the canister identification label.  
g) Complete the "Radiological Survey Air Sampling Radon Daughters," shown as 

Attachment 33. Specific instructions for completing this form and following the 
proper chain-of-custody requirements are contained in Procedure 22 "Quality 
Assurance." 

h) Package and ship the canister(s) for analysis along with the "Field Sample 
Collection Form," shown as Attachment 29, to the vendor within 24 hours of 
sample completion. Note: The original Field Sample Collection Form must 
accompany the canisters in each shipping container.  
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7.5 Precautions and Limitations 
"* Avoid unnecessary contamination of survey instruments through the use of 

plastic coverings and care in handling. Do not cover the air inrt&kes or exhausts 
on air samplers.  

"* Avoid unnecessary exposure when conducting air monitoring s1Upy&
utilizing good ALARA practices.  

* Air samplers will be operated in accordance with Procedure 12 "Operation and 
Calibration of Instruments." 

"* Air samplers used in confined spaces may ignite explosive gases. Extreme care 
will be exercised including prior sampling of the atmosphere for explosive gas 
and 02 content.  

"* Air samples should not be taken in such a manner as to contaminate the sample 
filter with materials which are not airborne or by sucking up loose contamination 
from surfaces near the sampling head. Caution should be used to minimize 
producing airborne material by the exhaust of the sampler.  

"* The instrument used to screen air samples will be designated by the Vista 
ORPO.  

7.6 Air Sample Packaging Considerations.  
"* Particulate filters of different air samples should be placed in a separate 

envelope, poly bag, or other suitable container to ensure no possibility of cross 
contamination.  

"* Charcoal cartridges and the upstream particulate filter should be placed in a clear 
poly bag or equivalent.  

"* Tritium bubblers should be placed in a clear poly bag or equivalent, and other 
tritium sampling items placed in another bag.  

"* Radiogas sample chambers should be placed in a clear poly bag or equivalent.  
"* During collection and handling of air samples, caution must be used to prevent 

the samples from being contaminated by other sources of radioactive material.  
"* Notify the Vista ORPO of any unusual airborne radiological conditions 

identified, such as dust, smoke or chemicals.  

7.7 Survey Documentation 
Obtain necessary air sample filter(s) and any other material required to provide the 
necessary sample data. The following data is normally required for each air sample: 

"* Type of sample: General Area (GA) or Breathing Zone (BZ); 
"* Purpose of sample, e.g., routine or non-routine, and special if non-routine; 
"* A brief description of the task being performed; 
"* Radiation Work Permit (RWP) number the sample was obtained for; 
"* Sample location; 
"* Sampler model and serial or ID number; 
"* Sample start date and time; 
"* Sample start flow rate; 
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* Sample stop date and time; 
* Sample stop flow rate and vacuum, if applicable; 
* Sample average flow rate, as Cubic Feet per Minute (CFM) or Liters Per Minute 

(LPM); 
* Total sampling time as days, hours, or minutes as appropriate; 
* Any specific sample analysis required (e.g., a or y isotopic); 
* If samples are collected in a sub- atmospheric area, the pressure in pounds per square 

inch; and 
* The name(s) of the individual(s) starting and stopping the sample.  

8. CALCULATION OF RADON DAUGHTER PRODUCT ACTIVITY 

8.1. Scope 

This section provides guidelines for the determination of radon daughters in air.  

8.2. Purpose 

The purpose of this procedure is to maintain sampling and analysis techniques for determination 
of radon daughters in air. This procedure also describes the calculation and documentation of 
radon daughter measurements.  

8.3. References 

* 10 CFR 20, "Standards for Protection Against Radiation,".  
* Procedure 18 '"Site Access Control and Radiation Work Pennits"; 
* NUREG 0041, "Manual of Respiratory Protection Against Airborne Radioactive 

Materials;" 
* ANSI N13.1, "Guide to Sampling Airborne Radioactive Materials in Nuclear 

Facilities;" 
* NRC Regulatory Guide 8.25, "Air Sampling in the Workplace," 
* Procedure 12 "Operation and Calibration of Instruments;" and 
* Procedure 16 "Air Radiological Sampling." 

8.4. Precautions and Limitations 

* Avoid unnecessary contamination of survey instruments through the use of plastic 
coverings and care in handling. Do not cover the air intakes or exhausts on air 
samplers.  

* Avoid unnecessary exposure when conducting air monitoring surveys by using good 
ALARA practices.  

* Air samplers shall be operated in accordance with their operation and calibration 
procedures presented in Procedure 12 "Operation and Calibration of Instruments." 

* Air samplers used in confined spaces may ignite explosive gases. Extreme care shall 
be exercised including prior sampling of the atmosphere for explosive gas.  
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"* Samples should not be taken in such a manner as to contaminate the sample filter with 
materials which are not airborne or by sucking up loose contamination from surfaces 
near the sampling head. Caution should be used to minimize producing airborne 
material by the exhaust of the sampler.  

"* The instrument used to screen air samples shall be designated by the Vista ORPO.  

8.5. Description 

8.5.1. Radon 222 Daughters 

In nature, there are three known isotopes of Radon that are Rn-219 (Actinium series), Rn-220 
(Thorium series), and Rn-222 (Uranium series). For sites where U-238 is the primary isotope of 
interest, Rn-222 concentrations in air will be measured. Rn-222 has a much longer half-life (3.82 
days) than either of the other Radon isotopes. In addition, Rn-222 abundance in air is greater, and 
therefore is of greatest interest for human exposures. The short lived daughter products of Rn-222, 
particularly Po-218 and Po-214, are highly energetic alpha emitters that are of great concern for 
dose to lung tissue.  

Rn-222 is an inert (noble) gas that decays to daughter products that are particulates. This allows for 
collection of these daughter products on filter media when filtering a known volume of air. By 
counting the alpha activity from the daughter products collected on the filter, exposure from Rn
222 can be determined. Working Level (WL) is the common unit for expressing the Radon 
daughter exposure rate. 1WL=100 pCi/L activity at 100% equilibrium. The hourly Derived Air 
Concentration (DAC) for Rn-222 daughters = 0.33 WL.  

A 10 to 50 liter (0.35 to 1.77 ft3 ) or greater sample is collected to determine the WL for Rn-222 
daughters. The filter paper is counted 40 to 90 minutes after sampling to determine alpha 
activity. After counting, sample Counts Per Minute &(MPM) and the result is divided by the 
sample volume and the decay (see table factor chart) to quantify concentrations in WL.  

To perform a quick reference check for Rn-222 daughters activity, a one minute count of the filter 
can be done after the filter has decayed for approximately 7.8 minutes. To calculate the WL for this 
check, a table factor of 213 is used. Checks of this nature are used for informational purposes only.  

8.5.2. Radon 220 Daughters 

Thoron (Rn-220) daughter samples are collected by filtering a known volume of air where the 
presence of Rn-220 daughters are suspected. Concentrations can be determined by the alpha 
activity measured on these filtered samples. A high volume (50 liter, 1.77 ft3 ) or greater sample 
is analyzed for these determinations. Unlike Rn-222 daughters, buildup and decay of collected 
thoron daughters do not present a problem during a total sampling time up to one hour. This is 
due to the 10.6 hour half-life of Pb-212. After sampling, the filtered sample is analyzed for Rn
222 daughters if needed, and left to decay for at least 5 hours. This time allows the Rn-222 
daughters to decay, and the Rn-220 daughters (Bi-212) to grow into transient equilibrium with 
Pb-212 so that the combined alpha counts may be directly correlated. After counting the sample, 
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CPM on the filter paper are converted into Disintegrations Per Minute (DPM), and applying the 
time factor and sample volume converts the results to "Working Levels" (WL).  

8.6. Procedure 

* Collect a 50 liter (1.77 ft3 ) or greater volume air sample in accordance with Section 
6.6 of this procedure.  

* Analyze the *air sample in accordance with this Procedure.  
* Allow the sample to decay 40-90 minutes for Radon 222 daughters or a minimum of 

5 hours for Radon 220 daughters. Then count the sample using a Ludlum Model
2929 Dual Channel Scalar (or equivalent) for 5 minutes.  

0 Complete Attachments 33 or 34. Use Attachment 36 if Radon 222 daughters are of 
interest. Use Attachment 34 if Radon 220 daughters are of interest. Determine the 
appropriate factor based on the decay time of the sample and error in the space 
provided on Attachments 33 or 34.  

8.7. Records 

The following records will be generated and retained in the permanent project file as a result of 
using this procedure: 

Attachment 33, Radiological Survey Air Sampling Radon Daughters 
Attachment 34, Radiological Air Sampling Thoron Daughters.
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Attachment 29 

FIELD SAMPLE COLLECTION FORM 

SITE ACTIVITY SAMPLES 
Site No. Site Name: Activity Support (Job) No.: Samplers: 

Sample i.D. No. Sample Sample Date of Preservative Purpose Depth Required Remarks 
Sample Grid Point Type Time Sample cm [ ] Analysis PERFORM SAMPLE 

(1) (2) ft SCAN

Recorded By: 

Date/Time: 

No. of sample in bo 

•r 
Total No. of samples 6n,

shipment: _ _ _ 

Total No. of boxes in i 

shipment:

Sample Type (1) Purpose (2) 
SS -Surface Soil RC - Rad Character 
BS - Bias Soil VR - Verification 
PS - Profile Soil QC - Quality Control 
SD - Sediment Silt HS - Hot Spot 
OR - Other RS - Resample 
VE - Vegetation BG - Background 
GW - Ground Water RT - Routine 
SW - Surface Water SP - Special 
Note: Scan Samples Prior to Release 

"This package conforms to the conditions and 
limitations specified in 49 CFR 173.421 for 
*excepted radioactive material, limited quantity, 
n..a., UN 2910"

CHAIN OF CUSTODY 

REASON RELNQ BY REC'D BY DATE TIME



Attachment 31

AIRBORNE CONTAMINATION EXPOSURE 
AREA SAMPLING AVERAGES CALCULATION 

DATA SHEET FORM

Site Name: Sampling Area: Date: 

Completed By: QC By: Contaminant: 

Analytical Techniques: TWA Activity = __ pCi/ml ___pCi/i _ Working Levels (WL) 

Results for the month of MPC =

Sample Sample Identification and Sample Results Sample Area Average (1 x2x3x4) 

Date Physical Form % MPC 

Sample Area Averages Type: L =Lapel Sample A = Area Sample 

(1) = Daily (2) = Weekly Exposure calculated from these averages 

(3) = Monthly (4) = Quarterly Note: Transmit a copy of the form with all (lx2x3x4)



Attachment 32

AIR PARTICULATE SAMPLE REPORTING LOG FORM

Sample Count Time =

Detector Used

Background Count Time = 

Serial No.:

Recorded By: 

Date: 

Checked By:

Sapl at tat Stp apl lo aml Bk Sape Dtco 1 ciiy Sadr D 

ocaionPeron ime Rat Voume cOUNTINGm DATAinc RC/m eSULtSo

Remarks:

Date:

Site:

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

Sample Date Start Stop Sample Flow Sample Bkg Sample Detector Activity Standard MDA 
Location/Person Time Rate Volume cpm cpm Efficiency itCi/ml Deviation

COUNTING DATA RESULTS



ATTACHMENT 33 LOCATION: 

RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY AIR SAMPLING DATE; 

RADON DAUGHTERS SURVEYOR: 

COLLECTION ANALYSIS 

Time Tolal new Pot._(LP'I) Total Sample Background 

LOCATION n q m V elum . Cross Couni CrovssI- Count Count DPW A racl or i 

Start Slop (.1n) Star Stop (liter) Count Time Count lime Counter Level 

-- - C b -Ts4b Ch Tb 
.; ..  

-j, - - -

- - - - - - - -

ROUT" [[]SPECIAL (If ";Wc1c1, kIdlcatl reason for Initiation of survey below). [] CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN 

RADON pAUCI:H JIiE COarECC 
TABL( rACTORS

40 50 bU lu ou 

TIME AF1" SAMPLJNG MlnutJ*

Pump I.D. He

"Ca l C r'* 
Col Enror

.C', -j 
WL= 

(EFFXSomple Volume UteruXTable ractor) 

C-= Grsms Counts Sample 

T%= Count Time of Sample 

Cb" Grose Counts Background 

Tb" Count Time of Background 

Eff== Counting Instrument Efficiency 

or 04 
DPu

I.) Al sample cOlIetlon duration was ovactty 

nive mInuoes through 0.4-5 micron membrane 

fIber al a flow Mute of 2-10 Ipm.  

2.) AnalyIs petfornou< a minimum of 40 

minute, after coileoton. Count for one minute.  

3.) Callbrollon check using Ihorlum-230 

Standard I.D. Na.  

Thorium Standard DPM 

Oroes Counte CPU 

r-" a Efficiency 
DPW

��1 _______________________________________________________________________ .1 _________________________________________________________________



ATTACHME~NT 34 LOCATION:___________ 

RADJOWoaIChL £3URVEY AIR SAMPLING DATE:_____________ 
?IIOROM DAUGHTERS YORiI _______________ 

COLLECTION ANALYSIS 

Tue Total FI& Me TotN l Sample Bockgrouuid CI ~ TbeWh 

LOCATION 11o Vohlume Cworas, Coun" Cr;,; Coufi Ne aoeWA 

Skir stp m,)Sad St op:1lr C)r niTme Count Time Count 0CI'4 M- TA ecFoor tav.I 
Co To Cb lb- DPU W.. -

uI1NC []I~cIAL oIf special. kvdlcu$ re4asn for Intaf~tlo a~tsuvey Weow). [1CORKECI1V ACTION TAM( 

iTHORN DAL60ME VWii COARECl~tD ______________________ 

TABUE FACTORS 
3 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

2 

1~1.) Ak om p~ c0114cltoi dWurtI4E w"r &*,cofV 

To i flv "Outoo through .45 msrot ften nebeen 

(EWLIMt euoLi.,(ab.Fdr fame al 41 flow rtek of 2-10 1pm.  

02.) Analysts performed a minimumn of 4a 
Coss Gron Counts Sample mlnuto oI WecIottn. Count forew on. mhO..  

*To= Count Time of Sample 3.) fclibrullOn CloCk uling Thorlum-23a 

Cbm Croce Counts lackgrwuind lnrdIDMe 
Th- Count Tim. of BackgroundStnad.0 I...  

[It ~uCountling Inuinannent Cf lctoncy Th.#lur Stwanard DPW 

Croce Counts CPU _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 

7 1 i131 17H . Efflw 
TCAmSAMPUM Noun DPW_ __ _
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Attachment 36

RADON DAUGHTER TABLE FACTOR CHART

Decay Sum of Sampling & Counting Time (Min.) 
Time 

(Min.) 4 5 6 7 8 10 20 40 60 

40 151 151 150 149 148 146 136 117 99 

45 142 141 140 139 138 136 126 107 91 

50 132 131 130 129 128 126 117 99 83 

55 122 121 120 119 118 116 107 90 75 

60 113 112 111 110 109 107 98 82 68 

65 103 102 101 101 100 98 89 74 62 

70 94 94 93 92 91 89 81 67 56 

75 86 85 84 84 83 81 74 61 50 

80 78 77 77 76 75 74 67 55 45 

85 71 70 69 39 68 67 60 49 41 

90 64 63 63 62 61 60 54 44 36



Attachment 37 

RADON CANISTER IDENTIFICATION LABEL

Radon Canister Number 

Client Name 

Address 

City, State, Zip Code 

Sample Location 

Start Date 

Stop Date 

grams 
Weight Out 

Rn Air

Start Time 

Stop Time 

Weight In 

Rn Flux

grams

Date Baked


